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The different phases of a neutron star collision 
are like a collection of different ballroom dances

The German Reichstag building is probably the best 
illustration of the essential properties of a black hole 

In popular science lectures that deal with the complicated 
content of general relativity, the inclusion of bizarre 

examples that initially seem absurd can bring the listener 
to increased attention.



Binary neutron star systems

Pulsars are rotating neutron stars
with a strong magnetic field 

Binary Pulsar Systems

Example:

The Double Pulsar 

(PSR J0737-3039A/B): 

Discovered in 2003 

Distance between the stars 

only 800,000 km 

Distance is slowly decreasing 

due to the radiation of 

gravitational waves

The two neutron stars will 

only collide in 85 million years 

McGill NCS Multimedia Services Animation by Daniel Cantin, DarwinDimensions)Kramer, Wex, Class. Quantum Grav. 2009

Talk on Monday
Michael Kramer
New results from testing 
relativistic gravity with 
radio pulsars



The long awaited event  GW170817

First detection of a gravitational
wave from a binary neutron star

merger event!

17. August 2017



Gravitational Wave GW170817 and Gamma-Ray Emission GRB170817A



What happens between the merger and the collapse to the black hole?
General relativistic computer simulations provide insights

Density profile in the equatorial plane Amplitude of the emitted gravitational wave 



Merengue

Disco-
Fox

Tango

Wiener 
Walzer

(noch Solo)

The different Phases of a Binary Neutron Star Merger Event 

Late inspiral and merger phase Transient early
postmerger phase

Postmerger phase Collapse to the
Kerr black hole and 

ringdown phase

https://itp.uni-frankfurt.de/~hanauske/TanzNeutronensterne.mp4

Wy exactly these dances?
Details in

"Binary Compact Star 
Mergers and the Phase 
Diagram of Quantum 
Chromodynamics", 
Matthias Hanauske and 
Horst Stöcker, Discoveries 
at the Frontiers of Science, 
107-132; Springer, Cham
(2020)



Frequency spectrogram of the emitted gravitational wave



The Neutronstar Merger Dance https://itp.uni-frankfurt.de/~hanauske/TanzNeutronensterne.mp4



Black holes and the spacetime funnel 

M: mass of the object 
R: radius of the object 
gtt: space-time metric 



Black holes and the spacetime funnel 

Stability limit: Stable objects (neutron stars) are no longer possible 

M: mass of the object 
R: radius of the object 
gtt: space-time metric 



Black holes and the spacetime funnel 

Buco Nero

We got over the limit and created a black hole! 

M: mass of the object 
R: radius of the object 
gtt: space-time metric 



Black holes and the spacetime funnel 

Buco Nero
Stability limit: Stable objects (neutron stars) are no longer possible 

We got over the limit 
and created a black 
hole! 

M: mass of the object 
R: radius of the object 
gtt: space-time metric 

Animations from the

Online Lecture

General Relativity 
on the Computer

https://itp.uni-
frankfurt.de/~hanauske/VAR

TC/VARTC2021.html



Space-time diagram of a black hole 
View of stationary observer at infinity 

Event 

horizon

Spacetime structure 
in flat space 

Spacetime structure around a black hole 

Spacetime diagram of the Schwarzschild metric
in Schwarzschild coordinates 

future
of A

past
of A

presence
of A

time

space

lightcone



Space-time diagram of a black hole 
Perspective of an observer falling into the black hole 



The German parliament building 
probably the best illustration of the essential properties of a black hole

The space-time funnel in 
the Reichstag building 



The German Reichstag 
and the event horizon of German history 

Along the barrier are 

displayed various 

photographs of decisive 

events in German history 

that are designed to remind 

visitors of their 

responsibilities to the future. 

They are a warning against 

forgetfulness and against the 

repression of the Nazi era.



The elevator in the Reichstag building is approximately at 3/2 Rs 

The German parliament building 
probably the best illustration of the essential properties of a black hole



Article:

Matthias Hanauske    

Black holes and the 
german reichstag

Physics World 18.10, 
p.64 (2005)

Additional material:

http://th.physik.uni-

frankfurt.de/~hanauske/

new/LateralThougts.ht

ml



GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE AND SPACE- TIME SINGULARITIES

Nobel Price 2020: R.Penrose, PRL Vol.14 No.3 (1965)

Self-drawn space-time diagram by R.Penrose (1965) R.Penrose in Rivista del Nuovo Cimento, Num.Spez. I, 257 (1969)



GRAVITATIONAL COLLAPSE AND SPACE- TIME SINGULARITIES

Nobel Price 2020: R.Penrose, PRL Vol.14 No.3 (1965)

Self-drawn space-time diagram by R.Penrose (1965) R.Penrose in Rivista del Nuovo Cimento, Num.Spez. I, 257 (1969)

Talk on Thursday

On the properties of metastable 

hypermassive hybrid stars

Parallel session 
Neutron stars: Dense matter in compact 

stars, 08.07.2021, 18:10  

The swan image in the 
phase diagram of the QCD

The last picture 
what an outside 
observer sees is 

the frozen picture 
of a dying swan 



I then left the Reichstag building and headed for the Brandenburg Gate, the former dividing line between eastand west 
Berlin. As I sauntered through the gate, I noticed an area of land to my right that was entirely vacant except for some statues
of bears, which are the symbol of the city of Berlin. About 60 bears were arranged in a circle, each representing a country of
the world by virtue of the images printed on it. One bear, however, stood off to one side, apart from allthe others. Its surface

bore an image of Einstein and a quotation by the great physicist, who rose to fame while work-ing in Berlin. As a guide
explained to a group of tourists that an American embassy would soon be built on the site, I read Einstein’s timeless words:


